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Abstract

This document describes the set up of the required currents and fields for
the HMS magnets (quadrupoles and dipole) using the new magnet controls
system.

The quadrupoles and the dipole are set simultaneously from the terminal at
the central controls console, under the large TV screens. The standard procedure
for setting the HMS magnets is outlined in section 0.1. This magnet setting pro-
cedure is different from the one previously used, where navigation between four
different magnet screens was required. The main screen displays an overview of
the current HMS magnet status and the location of both spectrometers. The status
of all magnets is also displayed through a status bar on the right side of the screen
and through subsystem buttons at the top of the screen. The color coding conven-
tion is: red=fault, green=status ok, blue=status change in progress. The operation
of the spectrometer rotation interface will be described in a different document.

This section assumes that all magnets already operating at some momentum.
To change the momentum follow the following procedure:

0.1 Set ALL HMS Magnets by Momentum
This section assumes that all magnets already operating at some momentum. To
change the momentum follow the following procedure:
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Figure 1: A snapshot of the HMS control system.

• Hit “Stop” on the main HMS control screen (see Figure 1).

• Type the desired particle momentum (GeV) in the box labeled “Momentum
Input” and hit return.

• Hit “Start”. You will see the current setpoint ramp to the new value.

• The “Changing” button should blink blue for a few minutes, then the button
labels change to “Running” and “Stop”.

• After several minutes the NMR should lock - all buttons on the top of the
screen should turn green.

• If one needs to correct the entered momentum: hit “Stop”, wait for the
button to stop flashing, enter the new momentum and hit “Start”.
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• If the magnet does not ramp or the dipole NMS does not lock go to the
appropriate debugging procedure.

• To set the HMS magnets always start from the main HMS control screen. If
needed (e.g. the dipole does not ramp), the dipole can be set independently
uf the quadrupoles using the NMR screen. See section 2.5.

• To change the polarity of the magnets go to section 3.1

1 Troubleshoot the HMS Quadrupoles

1.1 Magnet does not Ramp
• Press the “Stop” button.

– Wait until the “Changing” status disappears, then enter the new mo-
mentum and hit enter

– Press the “Start” button to start ramping the magnets to the appropriate
currents.

1.2 Previous Ramp up is NOT Stopped
• If the current ramp up is still in progress press the “Stop” button.

– Wait until the “Changing” status disappears, then enter the new mo-
mentum and hit enter

– Press the “Start” button to start ramping the magnets to the appropriate
currents.

1.3 Set the HMS Quadrupoles Individually
• Select the magnet by clicking on the corresponding symbol on the menu

GUI on the top of the the main page.

• Click on the magnet power supply (PS) option.

– A new window will appear with a background color corresponding to
the currently selected magnet - see color definitions above.
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• To set by momentum simply enter the desired momentum in the momen-
tum field and press “Start”.

• To set by current press the “Momentum Input Mode” button, then enter the
desired current in the input field and press “Set Current”.

– The magnet will start ramping to the desired current.

– If an error occurs during ramping up the magnet the interlock interface
displaying specific faults and the alarm handler will appear automat-
ically. The audible alarm may be silenced by clicking on the alarm
handler.

1.4 HMS Quadrupole Interlock Recovery
The HMS quadrupole power supply may trip off due to a real or annoyance power
supply fault. Before proceeding one should check the system temperature, pres-
sure and liquid level (see section 3.4). Any faults should be recorded in the hclog.
Once one has determined that the fault is not real or that it has been corrected,
and that there is no indication of a quench, the power supply may be reset by the
following procedure’:

• Select the magnet

• Click on the magnet power supply (PS) option.

• If the magnet is not at zero current click on the “Ramp to Zero Amps”
button.

• Click on the “Reset Interlock” button on the Interlock screen.

• All faults should be cleared.

• Turn the power supply back on.

• Set the magnet to the desired momentum or current using the procedure
outlined in section 1.3.
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1.5 HMS Quadrupole Quench/Dump Switch Open Interlock
Recovery from a quadrupole quench can be done remotely. There is little or no
possibility of a real “quench” occurring in the main coild so one should always
reset and continue. Before proceeding one should check the system temperature,
pressure and liquid level (see section 3.4). Any faults should be recorded in the
hclog. There have been real quenches of the trim coils that subsequently caused
sufficient noise to trip off the main coil. There are other causes of fast discharges
but these have all been the result of electrical noise or the detection level having
been set too low. There have not been any real quenches of any quadrupole main
coil. When a quench reset is needed, the dump switch interlock and main coil
quench interlock will be set and the alarm will be enabled.

1.5.1 Remotely Reset the Dump Switch:

• Click on the “Reset dump switch” button and wait seven minutes until the
Dump Switch Open interlock is recovered. The progress of the recovery is
indicated by an indicator in the lower left section of the interlock GUI.

• Click on the “Reset Interlock” button on the top of the page.

• All faults should be cleared.

• Click on the magnet power supply (PS) option and turn the power supply
back on.

• Note: after an emergency dump, the power supply may remain in an unde-
termined state, and one cannot simply turn the PS on. If this occurs, click
on the grey “Power Off” button on the quadrupole PS screen, then turn on
the PS as usual.

• Set the magnet to the desired momentum or current using the procedure
outlined in section 1.3.

1.5.2 To Manually Reset the Dump Switch at the control rack in the hall:

• Press the “reset” button on the control rack (button #1)

• Press button #2 on the QUENCH SWITCH.

• Press button #3.
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• Press button #4.

• Wait 7 minutes.

• Press the “reset” button on the control rack (button #5).

• somehow turn the power supply back on?

1.6 Reboot the HMS Magnet Control Computer
Occasionally, the magnet control computer may stop responding or cease to func-
tion. In this case, check the Hall probes and on the TV monitors. If they are still
at their nominal values, it is NOT necessary to reboot the computers immediately.
One may postpone the reboot to an opportune moment, i.e. when changing kine-
matics or then the beam is off for an extended period of time. To reboot the HMS
magnet control computer:

• Call the magnet expert for rebooting instructions.

• Note that rebooting the computers will not crash the magnet.

2 Troubleshoot the HMS Dipole

2.1 Dipole NMR communication problems
• Use the dipole NMR screen.

• Power cycle the NMR.

• Re-start NMR from the dipole NMR screen.

– Enter momentum

– Press “Start”

• Field should lock automatically after ≈ 1.5 s/A.
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2.2 Dipole ramp up problems
• Use the dipole NMR screen.

• If the dipole ramp up process takes longer than ≈ 20 minutes, hit the “Stop”
button, wait until the “Changing” status disappears, re-enter the momentum,
and press the “Start” button.

2.3 Previous Ramp up is NOT Stopped
• Wait for the NMR to lock

• The “Changing” button label will change to “Running” when the field is
within 0.1% of the target value.

• The “Dipole at Field” status on the HMS screen will turn to green when the
field is within 5×10−5 T.

• Occasionally the change current command is not transmitted properly to the
dipole PS. If the current does not start changing within a few seconds, hit
the “Stop” button, wait until the “Changing” status disappears, re-enter the
momentum, and press the “Start” button.

• If the dipole ramp up process takes longer than ≈ 20 minutes, hit the “Stop”
button on the Dipole NMR screen, wait until the “Changing” status disap-
pears, re-enter the momentum, and press the “Start” button.

2.4 HMS Dipole Quench Recovery/Interlock Reset
When a new momentum is set, the dipole may trip. In this case, the interlock
window will appear, the “Reset Interlock” button will blink red, and the alarm
handler will produce an audible alarm. The recovery from a “real or imaginary”
dipole quench can be done remotely. It is wise to check the coil voltages, system
temperature, pressure, and liquid levels before restarting. Fault indications should
always be recorded in the hclog. To restart after a dipole interlock:

• Monitor the dipole current value on the main magnet screen. Wait until it
reads 0.0 A.

– The current can also be forced to ramp down quickly by pressing the
“Fast Discharge” button on the Interlock screen.
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• Press the “Reset Interlock” button on the Interlock screen. After the “Reset
Interlock” field turned green, turn the power back on from the PSU screen.

• Do not modify the field regulation settings on the NMR screen. By default
the field regulation is in “Auto” mode.

• Type the desired momentum in the momentum input field and press “Start”
using the Dipole NMR screen.

– Once the power supplies are ready, the NMR status will change to
search for signals. At this point, both “Auto” and “Search Mode”
check buttons will turn green.

• If one wants to change the momentum while the dipole is still ramping to
field, press the “Stop” button on the Dipole NMR screen, then wait until
the “Changing” status changes to “Off”, then enter the new momentum and
press “Start”.

2.5 HMS Dipole Ramp Up Errors
Occasionally, the dipole may not ramp properly, either to power supply or NMR
problems. In most cases it is sufficient to stop the current ramp up and restart the
procedure.

• To do this click on the “Stop” button on the Dipole NMR screen and wait
until the label turns to “Off”, then re-enter the desired momentum and press
the “Start” button.

• If the ramp up was successful, the start button label will change to “Run-
ning”, the NMR search mode checkbox will turn from green to white, and
the status bar on the right of the main screen will display “NMR ready”.

2.6 Restricting the NMR
The NMR unit is sensitive to electromagnetic interference, and while the unit is
searching for the magnetic field, the unit will try to lock in on a NMR signal
with no magnetic field. To minimize the NMR locking in on interference, the
NMR range used in the search is restricted. NMR signals outside this range will
be disregarded. Such events are incated by the yellow “Ignore data” check box.
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When ramping the dipole to high fields (≥ 0.5 T), the NMR unit may try to lock
in on several interference signals and may never reach the magnet field set point
after several ramp up attempts. The NMR currently operates in Auto mode, and
there is no easy way to switch from one probe to another. However, the locking in
of the NMR may be forced using the following procedure

• Select the magnet.

• Click on the NMR option.

• If the dipole ramp up is still in progress, hit the “Stop” button, wait until the
“Changing” status disappears.

• Add or subtract 2-3% to the desired momentum value and re-enter this mod-
ified value in the Momentum Input field.

• Press the “Start” button.

3 Additional Information about the HMS Magnets

3.1 Changing the Polarity for ALL Magnets
• If the magnets are not at zero current, hit the “Ramp to zero amps” but-

ton, which is located on the same line as the momentum input field (see
Figure 2).

• All power supplies and the dipole NMR must be ON before changing po-
larity.

• Once all magnets are at zero current, click on the selection box string next
to the polarity label (electon=”-”, proton=”+”) on the main screen.

• The new polarity is indicated by filled, green indicator boxes.

• At the new polarity, type the desired momentum in the “Momentum Input”
field and press “Start”.
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Figure 2: A snapshot of main input fields for the HMS control system.

3.2 Changing the Polarity for Individual Magnets
• Select the magnet.

• Click on the magnet power supply (PS) option.

• If the magnet is not at zero current click on the “Ramp to Zero Amps”
button.

• When the magnet reaches zero current, click on the button labeled with the
desired polarity.

• At its new polarity, ramp the magnet to the desired current either by mo-
mentum or by current (see section 1.3)

3.3 Change the Dipole Polarity
• To change the dipole field manually, first ramp the dipole to zero current.

This can be done by pressing the “Ramp to Zero Amps.” button.

– To force the current to ramp down faster, go to the Interlock screen
and enable the “Fast Discharge by Operator”.

• The dipole current may be monitored through the display in the lower right
section of the Interlock screen. Wait until the readback is zero.

• Reset the interlock by pressing the “Reset Interlock” button.

• Turn the power supply back on.
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• Select the appropriate sign for the field (+/-).

• Set the magnet by momentum or by current as described in section 1.3.

3.4 Verify the liquid level in the magnets
All information about the magnet’s nitrogen and helium liquid levels is displayed
on the main magnet GUI. The “Ln2” field shows the current nitrogen level and
the liquid helium level is indicated by the status bar located under the nitrogen
display. The liquid levels may also be checked on the individual magnet valves
interface.

• Select the magnet.

• Click on the magnet Valves option.

• The valve settings (modified by experts only) and reservoir levels are dis-
played on this interface.

3.5 Turn the Dipole Power Supply on in the hall
• Unlock and turn on the dipole main breaker in the hall.

• Turn on the dipole power supply switch located on the top of the power
supply.

• Open the center door and press the diode reset button. Close the door.

• Press “Reset” to clear the interlocks on the power supply. Note that one of
the interlocks may remain red.

• Turn the NMR on.
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